ISGN FULFILLMENT SERVICES, INC
LICENSE NUMBER EA - 0925803
ARIZONA SCHEDULE OF ESCROW RATES

1. REFINANCE BUNDLED RATE - STD $650.00
2. FIRST MORTGAGE REFINANCE – STD $550.00
3. NON DISBURSEMENT MAIL AWAY CLOSING - STD $225.00
4. NON DISBURSEMENT NOTARY CLOSING – STD $200.00
5. DUAL CLOSING – STD $150.00
6. DISBURSEMENT ONLY CLOSING STD $150.00
7. PURCHASE CLOSING & DISBURSEMENT – STD $550.00
8. PURCHASE CLOSING NO DISBURSEMENT – STD $450.00
9. COMPLETE EQUITY CLOSING – STD $375.00
10. WITNESS & DISBURSE EQUITY CLOSING – STD $300.00
11. WITNESS ONLY EQUITY CLOSING – STD $175.00

IN ADDITION TO THE STANDARD RATES DISCLOSED:
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO RE-NEGOTIATE VARIOUS
ESCROW SETTLEMENT FEES WITH LENDER’S BASED ON
VOLUME – RECORDS OF THOSE RATE NEGOTIATIONS WILL
BE KEPT IN HOUSE AS PART OF OUR CLIENT PROFILE RECORDS.